Abstract Class:
An interface is a pure abstract class, that is all. They are one in the same. I use abstract class all the time for a
function in the base class that cant be implemented because it needs data that only the subclasses have, but I
want to ensure that every subclass has this function and implements it accordingly.

Abstract classes let you add base behavior so programmers don't have to code everything, while still forcing
them to follow your design.

Why Abstract class is Important in Java
Though there are lot of difference between abstract class and interface, key
thing to remember is that they both provides abstraction. Let's take an example,
you need to design a program, which can produce reports for employees e.g.
how many hours they worked and how much they are paid every month. Let's
assume that currently your organization only has permanent employees, which
are paid monthly. You know that and you write code based upon that, after
sometime your company started recruiting contract employees, which are paid
at hourly rate rather than monthly salary. Now, if you need to rewrite your
program to support this, they your program is not flexible enough. On the other
hand, if you just needs to write some code to plug this new type of employee
into system, they your program is very much flexible and maintainable. If you
would have known about abstract class, you would have made Employee an
abstract class and methods like salary() abstract, because that is what varies
between different types of employees. Now introducing a new type of Employee
would be cake walk, all you need to do is to create another subclass of
Employee to represent ContractEmployee, and their salary method return
salary based upon number of hours they had worked multiplied by their hourly
rate. So, you get the idea right, we code at certain level of abstraction, which
allows us to accommodate new changes in our system.

Interfaces:
As I see it, an interface is a way to gain polymorphic behavior without being limited by
some languages' single-inheritance mechanism.

